
UNITED NATIONS PEACEMAKING

TIME VIDEO AUD IO

00:00 IR AN/IR AQ CE ASEFIR E
ANNOUNCEMEN T
SUPER:   Aug.  8, 1988

UN Security Council

SYNC (Javier Perez De Cuellar)
"..that over the past two weeks I
have been engaged in intensive
diplomatic activity aimed at
achieving the implementation .."

NARRAT ION
August 20, 1988.  After eight years

of war, at long last the end of

the Iran-Iraq conflict is

announced.   It is an historic day

for the United Nations, which has

worked continuously both publicly

and behind the scene for this

moment.

00:28 UN SECR ETAR Y-GENÿIÿAL
SUPER.ÿ Javier Perez de Cuellar

UN Secretary-General

SYNC
".. given to me by the Security
Council I now call upon the
Islamic Republic of Iran and the
Republic of Iraq to observe a
ceasefire and to discontinue all

military action on land, at sea
and in the air as of 0300 hrs. EMT
on 20 August 1988. "

Ol :0 3 DIPLOMATS    IN   SECURITY
COUNTIL CHAMBER

NARR ATI ON
The globa] situation is changing.

The nations of the world are

rediscovering the capabilities of

the U.N. and the potential of its

quiet diplomacy as a powerful

method for peacemaking.
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T IME VIDEO AUDIO

01:22 TITLES:       UNITED  NATIONS
PE ACEMAK I NG

01:38 SUPER :    Dawn in
AFGHANISTAN

01 :ÿ 7 A m  IST; N .WA   O AGE
NARRATION
Since the end of World War II,

hundreds of armed conflicts have

broken out all over the world, and

many are still in progress.  Millions

of people have been robbed of

peaceful lives, and billions of

dollars spent on armaments.  The

people of Afghanistan are among those

who have suffered most.

02:13 TROOP WITHDRAWAL SCENES
SUPER:   May 15,  1988

May 15th, 1988, however,  is a day the

Afghan people will never forget.

This was the day when a major step

toward peace was taken, a step made

possible by U.N. mediation efforts.

On this day Soviet troops began their

withdrawal from Afghanistan in

accordance with the Geneva

Agreement.  The agreement was a major

success for the U.N.'s peacemaking

activities.
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Increasingly, world leaders are

realizing that armed force is not a

satisfactory way to resolve conflicts

and they are placing greater reliance

on United Nations peacemaking and its

quiet d ip!omacy.

03:01 INTER VIEW

SUPER : Diego Cordovez
former UN Under-Secretary-

Gen era i

SYNC
"I think that quiet diplomacy has the
main advantage, really, in that the
parties do not feel that their
positions will harden.  The moment
that a government makes a public
statement, it has to stand by that
statement, whereas if they tell
quietly a mediator or an intermediary
what their position is and then
subsequent discussions can lead them

to change, then it doesn't become a

question of prestige or policy."

03:39 SIGNING OF AFGHAN ACODRDS
GENEVA
SUPIÿ :  April 14, 1988

GENEVA

NARRATION
April 14th, 1988.   U.N.

Secretary-General Perez de Cuellar

and representatives of Afghanistan,

Pakistan, the Soviet Union and the

United States met at the U.N. 's

European headquarters in Geneva for

the signing ceremony of the Afghan

accords.
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03:57
VOICE OVeR  (Javier Perez de Cuellar)
"I wish to welcome you to the United

Nat ions office in Geneva for the

signing ceremony of the agreements on

the settlement of the situation

relating to Afghanistan.   I wish now

to unvite them to proceed with the

signing of the documents."

NAR R A TION
The Afghanistan agreement was the

successful end result of long,

persistent negot iat ions.

04:24 OD_R DOVE Z   INTERVIEW SYNC
"...we feel that we should make
statements only when they are going to help ant"
if I may say so, one such situation is when tht
government itself is having difficulties at home,
for instance, trying to sell a position, to use
commercial terminology. "
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04:46 DIPLOMATS   (Iÿ EET ING
EACH OTHER

VOICE OVIÿ  (Cordovez)
Then a statement by somebody from the

U.N., a mediator, who prepares a

statement which is balanced and which

indicates the advantages for that

government of taking a particular

position, then that may help the

government in connection with a

parliamentary situation, public

opinion and so on."

05:0 6 AFGHANISTAN
NEGOTIATION SCENES

NARRATION
Nearly six years has passed since the

first indirect negotiating session

was held on June 16, 1982.   It proved

impossible to arrange face to

facenegotiations, so "proximity

talks" were begun, with the mediator

conducting the negotiations by

shuttling back and forth from one

room to the other.
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05:28 D. OORD0VEZ WITH DIPLOMATS

VOICE OVÿ  (Cordovez)

"I listen to one delegation and then

coney that to the other delegation

with some small changes, sometimes of

emphasis, we defuse a little bit

thÿ ngs. "

05:40 COR DOVEZ  INTERVIEW
SYNC
"We explain a little bit more other
things.  We remove i nsults and

things like that and we basically
continue to work on this text as I
said, so that is the basic purpose of
the negotiation is to formalize a
text and so we are working on a
paragraph.  Sometimes I would stay
with one delegation only about three
minutes because there is one word
that is missing and if we have been

able to convince the other to change
that word, and we go back, we say
this is alright--Yes--finished. "

06:17 COR DOVE Z ARRIVES

SUPER :  Kabul

IN KABUL
NARR AT IO N
In the course of conducting

negotiations, Cordevez visited

Islamabad, Kabul, Moscow, Teheran and

Washington several times.
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06:34 COR DOVEZ INTEB VIEW

S YNC
"At one point we were facing a
situation of total breakdown because
one delegation absolutely refused to
continue talking about a particular

issue unless we had direct talks and
we spent a whole year trying to solve
that problem. "

07.34 O0ÿDOVEZ   &   DIPLOMATS VOICE OVER  (Cordovez)
"So, finally, I made a trip to the

area and that is part, of course, of

the proximity talks is to have this

shuttle diplomacy exercise where one

can go and talk to the heads of state

in the various capitals and I was

able to break this deadlock by

agreeing on a formula which allowed

us to continue the proximity talks

which were held until the very end,

while discussing that particular

issue that had created the problem."
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07:24 DOCUMENT BEING SIGNED
NARRATION
The Afghanistan peace negotiations

required careful handling of each and

every word in the accords.

07:37
INTER VI EW
SUPER : Raymond Sonÿnereyns

UN Legal Advisor

SYNC
"Wording is important, of course,

because the specific obligations that
the parties undertake are expressed

in language.  But very often words
are just used as an excuse for maybe
even stalling negotiations or other
tactics.  An example in the
Afghanistan negotiations, there may
be various examples.  One of them
took, for instance, years to come to
an agreement."

08.09 UNGOMAP OFFICERS AT BOUNDARY VOICE OVER  (Sommereyns)
BEqWEEN PAK. & AFGHAN.         There is a provision in the agreement

relating to the respect for the

boundary between the two countries.

There was an original wording saying,

existing internationally recognized

boundary.
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08:25
Those three adjectives, existing

internationally recognized, one side

didn't want them there just because

the other side wanted them there and

one side thought that that had a

special meaning to the other side.

However, legally, there was no

difference whatsoever, international

boundary is a boundary, it is all the

same.

08:49 UNGOMAP OF FI CEÿ S
IN THE FIELD

NABBATION
The implementation of the Geneva

Accords is now being observed by the

U.N. Good Offices Mission in

Afghanistan and Pakistan initially

composed of 50 officers from ten

countries.



T IME VIDEO AUDIOÿ

09:09 COIÿDOVEZ & UNGOMÿP OFFICER S VOICE OVEN   (CordoVe z)
"Well, they obser!veÿ.   They fact find,

they establish the facts.  They tell

• the Pakistanis that the Soviet troOps

are being withdrawn.  They tell the

Soviet Union that interfereDce is

being stopped, that the Pakistanis

are making a good effort to stop it.

These are difficult things tO

accomplish . . .

09:30 00ÿ DOVEZ INTERVIEW
SYNÿ
"People sOmetimes criticize this
mechanism because they say how can

you, with 50 people, push the Soviet
army out, or stop the interference

along a border of, I don't know,
1,500 kilometers.  We are notthere
to do that, we are simply there to
observe, to monitor that both sides
are doing what they are supposed to
do. "
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09:56 SOVIET   TROOP   SCENES
NABBATION
The complete withdrawal of foreign

troops will give the people of

Afghanistan the opportunity to

establish a government that will have

broad support and bring peace to the

country.   The "good offices" of the

U.N. contributed greatly to creating

the basic conditions for a just and

lasting peace.

10:29 INTERVIEW
SUPER : Mar rack Gould ing
UN Under-Secretary-General

SYNC
"Well "good offices" is a technical

term.   It means that a third party is
asked to work with the two parties to
a conflict to try and find a basis
for agreement between them.    He is
not in a position to impose a
settlement, all he can do, what the
Secretary-General does do, in the

case of Cyprus, is to explore with
the two parties relentlessly with
great determination whether there are
ways of bridging the gaps between
them.  What he has to try and do is
to find grounds, find points on which
both agree.   If he doesn't succeed
the first time he tries again the
second time and a third time until
success eventually results."
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11:07 B/W STOCKÿ FOOTAGE  196 3
SUPIÿ :  Cyprus

NAR RATION
The dispute between Greek and Turkish

Cypriots which erupted in a clash in

December 1963 has not been settled

even after a quarter of a century.

11:22 UN TROOPS 196 3 A U.N. peacekeeping force was

dispatched to Cyprus in March 1964 to

prevent further clashes, and is still

there today.   Its mandate has been

renewed every six months by the U.N.

Security Council.  Some people say

that U.N. peacekeepÿng forces simply

leave unresolved situations frozen in

place.  But peacekeeping can and

should become the basis for

peacemaking.

12:00 GOULDING   INTERVIEW,
SYNC
"Peacekeeping is the use of military
personnel by the United Nations to
end the fighting between two hostile
parties, or to ensure that fighting
does not resume between two hostile

parties ...
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12:14 PRESENT   DAY  UN   TROOPS
VOICE OVÿ   (Gould ing)
... and thereby to create a climate

of confidence, of growing confidence,

between the two of them, so that a

third party can help them to

negotiate a settlement of the

differences between them.

12:28 UN   TROOPS   IN   CYPBUS   1987 Obviously, one would like to have a

pe aceke eping operat ion followed

quickly by a successful negotiation

of the underlying conflict, but it

doesn't always happen and if it

doesn't happen the strong view here,

is that it is nevertheless valuable

to keep the peacekeeping force in

place in order to prevent a

recurrence of hostility between two

parties who may hate each other very

deeply. "
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12:52 GOULDING   INTERVIEW
SYNC
"You must remain impartial and

infinitely patient and you must also
develop a rather thick skin because
the time will come, perhaps, its
always there, when one or both of
them will start saying rude things
about you and making what seem to you
unfair accusations of bias or
partiality or inefficiency or lack of
imagination or whatever it is and
you've got to thicken your skin
against that. You go home in the
evening and take a strong whiskey and
soda and forget abut it until the
next day."

13:23 DIPLOMATS AT SECRETARIAT
FOB   NEGOTIATIONS

N RATION
Through many negotiations as well as

patient efforts by the present

Secretary-General, the two sides have

agreed on the idea of a federal

republic.

13:39
VOICE OVÿ (Goulding)
"And that's sGmething we must all

cling to because if you agreed that

the answer lies in a federal

republic, you're halfway home.   The

problem we've had in the last i0

years has been to put flesh on that

skeleton, to work out the detailed

arrangements for the federal republic.
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SYNC (Gould ing)
"But I repeat the fact that the two
cemmunities have agreed on a federal
republic as the answer is very
important. "

14:02

NAR BATION
TURKISH/CYPRIOT NEGOTIATIONS The pace of negotiations, which had

SUPIÿ: Aug 24, 1988
GENEVA                  slowed almost to a halt, has begun to

pick up.   In Geneva, on the 24th

August 1988, the Secretary-General

gave a luncheon for the leaders of

the two sides in Cyprus.   I was an

opportunity for them to become

acquainted and to exchange views.

14:24 PBESS CONF.
Perez de Cuellar

SYNC
"The two leaders expressed their
willingness to meet without any
preconditions and to attempt to
achieve,  by 1 June 1989, a negotiated
settlement of all aspects of the
Cypru s problem."

14:53 DIPLOMATS   WITH   SEC-GEN

NARRATION
The U.N. Secretary-General's quiet

diplomacy by its very nature does not

often capture the headlines.
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15:05 INTERVIEW
SUPER" James Jonah
UN Asst-Secretary-Genera i

SYNC
"Well, we are actively involved in
peacemaking and perhaps in
conjunction with Member States.   It
is, I think, prudent for the UN to
take a very low profile and let
others take the credit, there£ore the
public doesn't understand the role of
the Secretary-GeneraL because others

take the credit and for example I
know in the instance of the Middle
East after the '73 war, we know that

others were taking credit which
really we played an important role in
achieving.  But this is the nature of
the U.N. "

15:41
NARRATION
October 1973.   The fourth Middle East

War broke out between Egypt and

Israel.  When the guns were silenced,

military representatives of both

sides met along with UN officials at

Kilometer marker 101 on the

Cairo-Suez road.

EGYPT/ISRAEL WAR FOOTAGE
SUPER: The 4th Middle East

War

16:01 JONAH INTERVIEW
SYNC
"The most productive period in
peacekeeping and peacemaking as I can
recall was the after-effect of the
'73 war because I think now that we
have left that period, people tend to
forget really what happened.   It is a
most serious situation when even the
United States had to authorize a
nuclear alert ...
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16:28 ISRAE L/EGYPT  BOÿ DER

STOCK  FOOTAGE  WITH  TITLES

(VOICE OVER ) (Jonah)
...and here we,  in the U.N., we were

fortunate that we were called upon at

this crucial period to play a very

important role in the first step

taken by Egypt and Israel to resolve

this long-standing crisis.  And of

course we met in the famous tent in

Kilometer 101 and it was extremely

difficult, and perhaps, even asking

too much of military officers who had

just been fighting a very bitter war,

to come together.

So we had to carry on the background

contacts to bring them to that famous

meeting in Kilometer i01 whichÿ for

this handshake between General Aharon

Yariv and General Ei-Gamasy and we

used techniques like coffee breaks,

to try to get them to have the human

contact which we felt was very

essential and therefore this incident

will always remain for me, very

important."
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17:34 INTERVIEW
SUPER : R afeeudd in Ahme d

ON Under-Secre tary-General

SYNC
"The first role you play is
basically  as an honest broker, as a

communicator, post office, at least
to establish a modicum of confidence
because the main problem is to have
confidence among the parties, both in
the U.N. and in eventuÿally each
other's good faith in the search of a
set t leme nt. "

18:00
NAR RATION

BRITISH AÿMED FORCES FOOTAGE The U.N.'s  attempts at mediation in
SUPER:   1982, The Falklands/
Malvinas War                     the Falklands/Malvinas War of April

and May 1982 ended in failure.

Many people lost their lives.   Few

people are aware, however, of how

near to success the

Secretary-General's quiet diplomacy

came.

18:21 SECUR ITY   COUNCIL  MEETING Acrimonious debates were taking place

on the public stage of the U.N.,  in

the Security Council.  The

Secretary-General, while the debates

were going on, invited

representatives of the United Kingdom

and Argentina to his office for quiet

disc u ssions.
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19:05 AHMED INTER IVEW

SYNC
"We started with the issue of
sovereignty in the negotiations and
the Secretary-General was able to

provide a formula, acceptable to both
sides for inclusion in the text of
the agreement.   And then there were

interlocking steps where each side
would feel that they were not taking
unilateral decisions or making
unilateral moves without reciprocal
response from the other side.v'

19:43

20:04

BR IT I Sÿ{/ARGENT INA BEPS

BRITISH  FLEET   FOOTAGE

NAR BATION
In his office on the 38th floor the

Secretary-General met together with

the representatives of Argentina and

Britain for a frank excharge of

opinions.

It has been said that agreement was

reached on 85 percent of the points

at issue, but time ran out before an

accord could be reached.

20:12
(VOICE OVER)  (Ahmed)
"I believe essentially it was a time

element, that at that point the

British fleet was on the high seas

for a considerable periodr winter was

fast approaching and the decision to

accept the compromises which the

Secretary-General had suggested to
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the two sides, to overcome the

remaining 15 percent, as you put it,

of the settlement plan, those

compromises could not be reached in

time.

AHMED INTIÿ VIEW
SYNC
"Although the issues as such, in my
view, with a little bit more time
could perhaps have been overcome."

21:08 THATCHER/GALT IERE   FOOTAGE
NAR R AT ION
In a last ditch effort to avert an

armed conflict, Perez de Cuellar

telephoned British Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher and Argentine

President Leopoldo Galtieri.

Unfortunately, the mediation effort

failed and many young soldiers lost

their lives.

21:35 FALKLANDS/MALVINAS   SCENERY The armed conflict ended when the

Argentine military forces surrendered

unconditionally.   The underlying

dispute however, remains unresolved

to this day.
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21:50 AHMED INTEB IVIEW

S YNC
"This just shows that if the parties
to a conflict situation were to come

to the United Nations earlier and
......  seek the help of the united Nations

in overcoaing their differences in
time, then it should,  indeed,  be
possible to avoid conflict and a
settlement, if one can call it a
settlementr through the force of arms

because the dispute still remains in
Falklands/Malvinas and sooner or
later there wil! have to be a true
solution to that problem."

22:33 IBAN!iB AQ WAR FOOTAGE
SUPER: The Iran-Iraq war

NAB IÿATION
Today, the eyes of the world are

focused on Iran and Iraq.   A

breakthrough has been achieved.   The

armed conflict, which began in

September 1980, had dragged on foe

eight long years.  During that time,

the Security Council and the U.N.

General Assembly passed numerous

resolutions, to little effect.   The

apparent failure of the U.N. to

resolve the conflict through

discussions had led many people to

express dissatisfaction over the

U.N. 's mediating abilities.
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INTIÿVIEW
SUPER : Giandomenico Picco
officeof the Secretary-
Gene ra i

SWEDISH PM,  OLOF  PAIME23:36

23:07
SYNC
"It is true that the Security Council
hadÿ adopted a number of resolutions ÿ
but they were not enough for the
parties to cover the overall issue so
the Secretary-General was at liberty
to make suggestions on specificI
plaÿnsÿ,ÿ specific packageÿdeals, if you;
like to call them that way, which
were submitted at different times,
both by the Secretary-General and Mr.
Palme. "

NAR RAT ION
During this period, the

Secretary-General appointed the late

Prime Minister of Sweden, Olof Palme,

as special envoy.  But in spite of

his efforts, the war dragged on.

23:49 SECURITY OOUNCIL MEETING
SUPER: July 20, 1987
UN Security Council

Early in 1987 the Secretary-General

initiated privat e consultat ions

with the five permanent members of

the Security Council and later, with

the other members, to work out a

comprehensive plan to end the war and

settle the differences between Iran

and Iraq.   These efforts succeeded

and on July 20th, resolution 598 was

ad opted.
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24:38 PICCO   INTERVIEW
SYNC
"598 and the process which led to it
have a different philosophy behind
it.  At that point we're at the end
of 1986, beginning of 1987 and the
Secretary-General tells the
international community that instead
of the international community asking
the two parties to stretch, as it
were, their position until the two
positions could be bridged, he asked
the international coÿnunity to
express itself onwhat it, the
international conÿnunity, would like
to see as a package deal as an
approach to the problem.  So we're

here,  in other words, charging the
game.   We're not so much more
interested in what the parties would
like as a conÿon dencminator, but in

what the international community
thinks is 'the right approach to the
crisis.

25:30 IRAN/iR AQ  REPBESENTAT IVES
NARRATION
Iraq accepted Resolution 598 in

principle.   Iran, however, refused to

accept 598, insisting that

responsibility for starting the war

should be determined first.   Even

when a peace settlement was thought

by most people to be impossible, the

Secretary-General persisted in his

efforts°   It seemed as if a

breakthrough would never come.
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25:56 PERSIAN  GULF  SEQUENCE But conditions in the world and the

situation in and around the Persian

Gulf begaqn to change.

In July 1988, the Iranian government

announced its acceptance of 598.  At

UN Headquarters in New York,

Secretary-General Perez de Cuellar

informed the press.

26:18 P.DE CUELLAR PRESS CONF.
qE IRANIAN ACCEPTANCE OF
RESOLUTION 59 8
SUPER: July 19, 1988

SYNC
"Well, Ladies and Gentlemen, I have
just informed the members of the
Security Council that earlier this
morning I received a letter from the
President of the Islamic Republic of
Iran, Dr. Sayed Ali Khamenei ...

26:29 IRAN/IRAQ REPS. IN GENEVA
SUPER:   Aug.  25,  1988

Ge n eva

NAR RATION
On August 25, direct negotiations

between Iran and Iraq commenced in

Geneva.  Many obstacles remained to

a full resolution of the problem.

But the ceasefire is truly a victory

for quiet diplomacy.
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26:50
VOICE OVIÿ  (Picco)
"Diplomacy before the UoN. is

diplomacy of the use of force and the

threat of the use of force.   It's the

diplomacy of power, of blackmail, of

threats.  Diplomacy after the U.N. is

a revolutionary diplomacy in a way,

vis-a-vis the previous stituation

because the U.N. is based on the

assumption and works for the

achievement of a system of

international relations, not based on

force or the threat of the use of

force.

27:25 PICCO INTERVIEW SYNC
"We are talking therefore about

something which is quite difficult to
achieve.   Not impossible,  just
difficult. "

/
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27:31 STH. AFRICA WAR FOOTAGE
SUPER :  ANGOLA

N AR RATION
In Africa several long standing armed

conflicts  have dragged on, for some

the end may be in sight.   In 1978,

the Security Council adopted

resolution 435 calling gfor

independence for Namibi a.

Negotiations have intensified to

implement the United Nations plan for

Nam ibian independence.

In other areas of conflict, including

Western Sahara and Kampuchea, the UN

has made comprehensive and specific

proposals for peace.

28:04 PEREZ DE CUELLAB
INTERVIEW

SYNC in Spanish/VO En@lish Translation
"We will continue to pursue with the
same energy the successes we have
been able to achieve until now.
Personally, I intend to concentrate
my efforts on the problem of the
Western Sahara.

28:20 WAR FOOTAGE

SUPER :      NAMIBIA

VOICE OVIÿ
Also, I am focusing a lot of

attention on the situation in

Namibia.   As you can' see, the

Security Council and myself,...
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PEBEZ DE CUELLAB  INT}ÿ. S YNC
• ..have been applying and maintaining
a great deal of pressure on all the
countries involved in the Namibia
problem to help the U.N. in resolving
the se difficult ies."

28:45 UN   FLAGS  AND   BUILDING
NARR AT ION
The machinery for conflict resolution

exists• It is the will to use it that

has been lacking for decades.

However,  success breeds confidence.

When nations have confidence in the

UN perhaps they will turn to it

before their disputes lead to massive

human suffering and wanton waste of

the resources of our fragile planet.

29:18 TITLES

29:37 L AST FR AME
i




